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Applicable formulae for the parameters ps, fi4, ‘T$, p4, /I, and r4 of N- 
dimensional Hopf bifurcation theory are presented. The center manifold 
theorem is used to reduce the system from N dimensions to 2 dimensions. 
Approximate solution of the system in Poincare normal form provides the 
formulae. The formulae are explicit so that the parameters may be computed 
directly from partial derivatives of the system in real canonical form. The 
formula for ps is shown to be identical to that of I. D. Hsu and N. D. Kazarinoff. 
Formulae for the parameters pi, /~a, /~a, ri, T*, 1s) fl,, p8 and /I1 in the 
“tangency” case Re X,‘(V,) = 0, Re h”,(v,) # 0 are also presented. 
Consider the autonomous system 
k = f(x; v) (1) 
where x E [WN and Y is a real parameter. Suppose there is an isolated stationary 
point R = X(V) of the system for values of Y near a critical value Y = Ye at which 
the linear stability of the stationary point changes. Let X,(V), i = l,..., N, 
denote the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix 
/b) = ($g (x(v); Y), i, j = l)..., N). 
Suppose that the change in stability at v  = vc is due to the complex conjugate 
pair A, = 1, , where 
Re h,(v,) = 0, Im UC) > 0, Re AI’ # 0 
and for all values of Y in an interval around V, , 
Re &(V) < 0, i = 3,..., N. 
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In this situation, and under certain smoothness assumptions, the various 
bifurcation theories predict the existence of a family of small amplitude periodic 
solutions for values of v  near V, , in exactly one of the cases it < vC , ” = vc ) 
v  > vC . More precisely, there are functions P(E), T(C) and P(E) defined for all 
sufficiently small, real E such that ~(0) = T(O) = /3(O) = 0, and such that the 
system with 
v  = “C t l-46) 
has a unique small amplitude solution of period 
T = 2741 + r(e))/Im h,(v,). 
The non-vanishing characteristic multiplier with largest real part associated 
with the solution is B(E). 
The quantity E represents the amplitude of the periodic solutions in different 
manners in different theories. It is not surprising, therefore, that different 
formulae result for the coefficient of the expansions 
p(c) = CL2 $~ p# + ‘.‘, 
7(c) = 7*2 + T3E3 + . . . . 
p(E) = IQ* + k&c3 + .“, 
where we have used an elementary result that pi = pi = /3r = 0. 
The most important coefficient is pa. If  p2 # 0, the sign of p2 determines the 
“direction of bifurcation”, i.e. whether the oscillations occur for v  < vC or for 
Y > vC . What is evidently the simplest possible formula for p2 was recently 
obtained by Hsu and Kazarinoff [I], who made an enlightened choice of an 
auxiliary function in classical Hopf bifurcation theory. The very same formula 
was subsequently obtained by Wan, in a much simpler derivation based upon 
the center manifold theorem. 
In this paper, we present Wan’s derivation of the formulae for pa and 72 , 
and continue the approach to higher order. We find that pa = ~a = & = 0, 
present formulae for ,u4 , 74 and & , and find that pcLs = 7s = &, = 0. (In fact, 
given enough differentiability, pk = TV = pk = 0 for any odd index k.) We 
provide more explicit information about the functions P(E), T(E), P(E) than is 
yet available in any other approach to bifurcation theory. With the additional 
terms in the Taylor expansions larger (but still small) amplitude periodic 
solutions can be adequately described. The idea is especially important if the 
system is of order N > 2 and the periodic solutions are unstable, for in this 
situation the numerical integration for a periodic solution becomes a non- 
trivial shooting procedure. Bifurcation theory can both describe the periodic 
solutions for v  near vC and provide the initial estimate of a point on a specific 
periodic orbit as required for shooting. 
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We note also that in the event pz = 0, the sign of p4 (if nonzero) determines 
the “direction of bifurcation”. The formula for p* is essential in this case. 
Our material is organized as follows. In Section 1, we first perform the standard 
preliminary coordinate transformation of the system to put the Jacobian matrix 
at the stationary point into a real canonical form. Then we combine the first 
two equations of the N-dimensional system into a single complex equation. 
A center manifold is constructed for the system in Section 2, and the system 
becomes 2-dimensional when restricted to the center manifold. In Section 3, 
we reduce the resulting system to Poincare normal form. In Section 4, we generate 
an approximate solution of the PoincarC form and thereby obtain formulae for 
P2 9 72 > h t 74 > & and /3*. The formulae for p2 and -r2 are reduced to real form 
in Appendix 1. In Appendix 2, we present the analogous formulae for the 
“tangency” case Re hr’(v,) = 0 but Re h;(v,) # 0. 
1. PRELIMINARY TRANSFORMATIONS 
There is a real, N x N matrix P [2] which reduces the Jacobian J(V) to the 
real canonical form 
P-lJ(v)P = I 1 c -3 O 0 D 
where OL = Re h, and w = Im h, . Setting TV = v - v, , y = P-l(x - x*) and 
F(y; CL) = fy(PY + x* , vc t P), 
the system (1) becomes 
9 = qy; PL). (2) 
For this new system, the isolated stationary point is the origin, the Jacobian at 
the stationary point is P-l](v)P as shown above, and the critical value of the 
bifurcation parameter is p = 0. With 
we have 01(o) = 0, w(O) = w,, > 0, a’(O) # 0. For notational convenience, 
we omit explicit reference to the parameter p until Section 3. In order to calculate 
plc , Q and plc for k < K, the property: “All partial derivatives ofFI, 1 = l,..., N 
of order K + 3 are continuous” will suffice. 
The efficiency of the derivation is increased by conversion of the first two 
components of the unknown vector function y(t) into a single complex variable 
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We also let 
w = (3’3 , y4 ,...,yN)t, 
G = F1 + iF2 - AZ, 
H = (I;“, F4 ,..., P)’ - Dw. 
We note the formulae 
2-G,, =: i f  CknCzW-L) 
k=O I=0 
and 
x (F~--k+m-z.k+z + iF&,-z,k+z) - 2&A. 
2fl+m(H,,,,J,-2 = f f C,*C,mi’l-h‘)FKkt,-l,k+l , p = 3,..., 1v. 
k=O I=0 
which relate the partial derivatives 
G nm = (a/a~)~ (~/a~~ G(z, 5, w), 
H,,, = (a,@~)~ (~,Qs)~ H(z, 5, w), 
F:, = (a/ayl)i (ajay,)jF”, 1 = I,..., N. 
We shall denote partial derivatives with respect to the vector variable w 
by means of superscipts. For fixed n, m, Gim denotes the vector 
G1,,, = ( 
aG *, + . . . aG,, 
1 2 au,, 
and Gi, is the Hessian matrix 
(G”,,),, = 1s K, 1 = I,..., N - 2;. 
The same conventions will be observed with the quantities H. For these, 
however, the components of the vector Hi, and the elements of the matrix Hi, 
are understood to be themselves N - 2 dimensional column vectors. 
2. EXPANSION OF THE CENTER MANIFOLD 
Consider the system 
2 = AZ + G(z, z, w), 
ti = Dw + H(.z, %, w). 
(3) 
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As in f-31, if w = ea(x, 2) represents a Ca center manifold, on this manifold 
ti = w,t + ~$2, or 
Writing 
hzw, -+ hwz - Dw 
= H(z, z, w(z, z)) - wv,G - u$. 
~(2, 2) = 2 wipW/(i!j!) + O(l z 16), 
2@+@ 
(4) 
we note immediately that wIi = giii and that 1.h.s. of (4) is 
c [iA + jx - D] wijzz9/(i!j!) + O(l z I”). 
2(i+j@ 
Since the expansion of the r.h.s. of (4) to order 1 z Ik k = 2, 3,... involves 
only the coefficients wii for i + j < k, the coefficients wij such that i + j = k 
may be obtained by expansion of (4) to this order. 
To order \ x 12, (4) is simply 
(2X - D)w,~~/2 + (A + h - D)w,, zz 
+ (2x - D)wo2z2/2 
= H2#/2 + H&z + Ho2z2/2, 
i.e. 
W 20 = (2 - D)-lH,, , 
W 11 = (2s - D)-lH,, , 
W o2 = (2x - D)-lHo2 = wzo , 
The terms 1 z I3 of (4) give 
W 3. = (3x - D)-l [ff,, + =$,W,, - 3G,,W,, - 3(%2Wn], 
H21 
1 1 
+ 2HmWll + HolW20 
w21 = (2h + A- D)-’ - (G,, + %l)Wl, , 
- G2Wo2 - 2Gllw20 I 
W r2 = ?iisr and ws3 = a3s , while the terms 1 x I4 give 
ho + 6Hiow20 + 4Hhw30 + 3w~oH&w20 
W 4,, = (4h - D)-’ - 4(=:,W2, + G3dW20 - 6G2oW3, 7 
- 4(3c&w2, + ~O&‘II - 6co2~21 
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W 3* = (3X + x - D)-1 
X 
Ha + 3H;owu + 3H:,w,o 
+ 3H;owa + H~~w,o + 3&%owu 
- 3(2G:ow,, + G;,w,o + G&+o 
- (3G:owm 
- 
+ Go + 3% + 6G,w,, + 3~:ow,oh 
, 
- (3Gho + ~o,>wo, - 3G,,w,o 
- 3(Go + G>w,l - 3(7o,,w,, 
w13 = w,, and w04 = waO. 
Restricted to the center manifold, the system becomes 
where 
2 = Ax + g(z, 2) 
= AZ + x g,,z’Z’/(i!j!) + O(( z ]6), 
2@+@ 
gzo = Go t g,, = G, > go, = Go, , 
g3o = Go + 3G:ow,o , gz, = ‘51 + 2G:own + G;,wz, , 
a2 = G. + G,‘,wo, + 2Gch, , go, = Go, + 3G:,wo, , 
g4o = G40 + 4G:oW,o + 6G:oW,o + 3w;oG&,w,, , 
g,, = % + ~G:,zL’,, + ‘%w,o 
+ 3G;ow,, + 3Gho + 3w;oG,Zown , 
gz, = G22 + =:ow,, + Wk,, + G:oq,, 
+ 4G:,w,, + G:,w,o + w;o’%q,2 + 24,G,2,w,, , 
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and 
g,, = G, + G:owos + 3Gbn 
+ 3G:,wo, + 3Gkw11 + 3wf,G:owo, > 
go4 = Go, + 4G;,wo, + 6Gb~0, + 3w;,G,2owo, t 
g,, = G,, + 3G:,w,, + ZG,l,w,, + 3G~,w,, 
+ ~G:P,, + G,l,w,, + G;owo, + 6G;,w,, + 3G:,wo,o 
+ w;oG:owo, + 6&G&,, + 3&Gk,w,o 
+ 3w~oG~owo2 + ~w:,G,~,w,, + 6w~oG~lwll . 
For computation of t~s , r2 and B2 , only the quantities w20 , wll , g,, , gll , go2 , 
and g,, from this section are required. 
3. REDUCTION TO POINCAR~ NORMAL FORM 
In this section, we transform the system (5), i.e. 
s = AZ + g(z, 2) 
into the PoincarC normal form 
6 = v + cp(S, $1 
where 
cp(& 5) = c1t2t + c2P-P + WI t I’) 
by means of a transformation 
z = 5: -t x(& E,. 
(6) 
We shall determine expressions for cr and c2 in terms of partial derivatives of 
the function g. We determine the function x(t, f) to the degree of approximation 
necessary to compute the quantities cl(p) and c,(O) required in Section 4. 
A short manipulation leads to the following relation between g, CJI and x: 
With 
x.!Jx, + @xx, - AX 
= &?(5 + XT 5 + 3 - (9, + xe + XFd (7) 
x(5, 4) = 2 Xi~5i4ji(i~i!) + @I 5 I619 
‘@+@J 
the 1.h.s. of (7) becomes 
2c;,Gs xii(ix +jA - A) s”P/(i!i!) + O(l 5 I”)’ 
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Since the expansion of the r.h.s. of (7) to order K = 2, 3... involves only the 
coefficients xrj for i + J’ < k, the coefficients xi3 such that i + j = k (except. for 
xal, xas . ..) may be obtained by expansion of (7) to order K. To order 1 5 j2, 
(7) is simply 
i.e. 
h&?/2 + Xx,& + (2X - A) X&2/2 
= g2052/2 +g,& tgo2m 
x20 = g2olA x11 = h/X and x02 =802/(2x - 4. 
The f2f term of (7) then implies 
ClW = g*og&~ + WQ + g11Lw 
+ EO,E”2/2(2~ - 1) +&l/2 - %x21 > 
where x2r is arbitrary. For p # 0, a@) # 0 and the Poincare transformation 
is not unique to this order until a value for x2r is specified. For p = 0, the 
equation for cr simplifies to 
Cl(O) q = (GJJ0)(g20g11 -  2&l&l -  go2fo2/3) + g21P 
If one is interested in the computation of pa , r2 and /I2 alone, one may proceed 
directly to Section 4. 
The task remaining in this section is the calculation of c,(O), so we set p = 0, 
i.e. h = iw, in the following. The 1 4 I3 terms of (7) imply 
and 
x30 = -(3~/2~0)(g20x*0 + g11xo2 +830/a 
x12 = @~0)k20x02 +&1iiT20 + 2g,lXll + &02x11 +g121, 
where now 
x03 = W~ohxo2 + go2%0 +go3/9, 
X20 = --ig2obo > x11 = k&Jo 9 xo2 = igo2/3wo . 
Similarly, the 1 [ I4 terms of (7) imply 
x40 = - Wwo)(%,o(xm)2 + 6gnxzoxoz 
+ %o,(xo,)2 + hox2o 
+ %lzos + ‘boxso 
+ %lRO3 + g4oh 
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x31 = &VW,) c,(O) xzo - (iboh +gllx3o + go,??,) 
g20x11x20 +gllX2o~ll +&x11x02 
- (3+Jo) 
[ 
+go2RlliZo2 +L?aox21 + L?llXlZ 
+ g3ox11 + g21x20 + g21z11 + &2RO2 I 
) 
x22 = (--8ibo) Re cD9xn 
i 
g2ox2oxo2 + 2g20(x1d2 + .!?11x20~20 
+ %11x11x11 + 2gllxo2~02 + g02%20~02 
-1 WJO) + 2g02(R11)2 + 220x21 + 2g2ox21 + %11x21 9 
+&&1 + %o*ji12 +g3oxo2 +&i?20 
+ @21x11 -t&52x20 + 4g11x11 + %o,zwr +g22 1 
x13 = (-pbo) WV x02 + Wwo)k13 + g2oxO3 + g11~30) 
g20x11x02 
+ (i/w01 
I 
+ g11x20x11 +~llRllXOP 
+ go2x20~11 +g11x12 + gozR21 , 
+ i?21Xor + g12x20 + g12x11 + go,%1 I 
and 
3gzo(xod2 + 6gdhox2o + %o&o>’ 
xo4 = (i/5wo) 
[ 
+ %xos + 4go2ao + 6gnxcz - 
+ 6go&o + go4 1 
We are finally prepared to calculate c,(O), from the t3t2 term of (7). We obtain 
12@) = gdxmxo2 + 3~~~~~2 +- 6~21x11 + 3x22) 
+ .!h(ho%o + xOZj?OS + 3222 + 2x31 
+ 6~11~12 + 6x21~11 + 3~~~x2~ + 3x12~ol) 
$- go&&oXo3 i- ~~21Zo2 -I 6~11~12 + %?13) 
+ %30(x*0x02 + 2(x1112 +~ x12) + %03(2~llXO2 + ?03/3) 
+ %,l(X2a20 + 4X11X11 + x02x02 + 2X20X11 i- 2x21 + x21) 
+ %12(X20RO? + 2X20X11 + 2X11X02 + 2(x1d2 + 2x,, + x30/3) 
+ g4oxo2 + gdxro + 6x1,) + b(x2o + 2x11) + %,3x,, 
+ g,z - 6x&40) -I- G(O)). 
4. SOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM IN POINCAR+ NORMAL FORM 
The Poincark normal form for the system is (6), i.e. 
!i = 4P)S + S(P) P25 f c2w f"F" + O(l 4 I'>. 
In the present section, we shall give formulae for p2 , TV , p4 , TV , p2 and ,L!?~ in
terms of w. , a’(O), w’(O), cl(O), (Y”(O), w”(O), ~~(0) and c,‘(O). It turns out that 
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pk = Q = /?, = 0 for k = 1, 3, 5. (In fact, this is true for an arbitrary odd 
index, given enough differentiability.) 
Consider the initial value problem for [ with f(O) = E, where E is a small real 
parameter. With the definition q(t; E, p) = f/c, the problem for 17 is 
?j = X(p)7 + E2q(p)y2+j  l CZ(P.) T3?j2 + We6 I ? 17), 
T(O) = 1. 
For any t = O(1) in E for fixed p, n(t) = O(1) and we may solve the equation 
iteratively to obtain 
cafe = 1 + e2c1(p) cl(t) 
+ E4[C2W e2(4 + cl(Puc1 + G1) e3Wl 
t- O(4, 
where 
40 = ! (e2af - 1)/2or, cy i 0, t 7 13L = 0, 
e2(t) = dW2, 
and 
e,(t) = I @2(t) - elWW, a # 0, t212, cy = 0. 
We shall determine the first five terms in the expansions 
from the condition that 7 be T(E)-periodic; i.e. 
The O(1) term of (8) is just 
,-n(o& _ - 1. 
Since X(0) = iw, , the basic period is To = 27r/wo . 
The O(E) term of (8) yields 
-T&(O) ~1 + h’(O) ~1) = 0. 
(8) 
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Since by assumption h(0) = iw, # 0 and a’(O) # 0, we have k = 71 = 0. 
Since X is C3 in CL, 
X(p) = h(0) + h’(0) p + h”(O) p”!2 + O(p3) 
= h(O) + i A& + O(8), 
k-2 
where 
A2 = qo) CL!2 , A3 = w9 Pa , 
A4 = h’(O) P4 + w)) P22/2, 
A5 = wo P5 + WV I+#3 - 
The expansion of the product AT is then 
X(/L(E)) T(E) = 2ti + i (AT),@ + O(8), 
k=2 
where 
V’), = @(O) 72 + A,) To , 
(XT)3 = NO) 73 + h3) To v 
W4 = (40) 74 + A272 + 4) To > 
(XT), = (h(O) 75 + ho73 + X3T2 + A,) To - 
The function exp( --AT) therefore becomes 
exp[--h(p(r)) T(E)] = 1 - (XT)2~2 - (XT),c3 
+ WWP - W&l c4 
+ W’MW, - W)51 l 5 + Ok’) 
and at O(E~), (8) implies 
-VT), = c,(O) T,, , 
i.e. 
iW”T2 + h’(0) p2 = -c,(O). 
The real and imaginary parts of this relation provide 
p2 = --Re dO)/~‘(O), (9) 
72 = -(Im Cl(O) + P2fJJ’(O))/ql* w 
We must next expand the product C&L(E)) e,(T(c)). Since c1 is C2 in p, 
444 = Cl(O) + Cl’(O) E2(P2 + v3) + O(E4). 
Similarly, since a(O) = 0 and 01 is Ca in cc, 
Thus there is no E term in the product, and at O(<s), (8) implies simply 
-(W, = 0, i.e., p3 =: T3 = 0. 
This implies in turn that neither cr(p(~)) nor e,(T(E)) possess terms c3. The ~5 
term of (8) therefore reduces to -(AT), = 0, i.e. pLs = r5 = 0. 
There is, however, an e2 term in the product c, e, , so at O(E~), (8) gives 
(h3‘2)‘P - WY, = ~&1(0)(~2 + a’(O) PJ0) + Cl’(O) PLPI 
+ 49CW’) + U9) 7’02/2 + 40) To t 
which reduces to 
bw, = --T,MO) 7.2 + c,‘(O) P2 + dW 
The real and imaginary parts of this relation imply respectively 
a’(0) p4 = -Re c,(O) - Re c,‘(O) ps - a”(O) ~~72, (11) 
~~7~ = - Im c,(O) + w07a2 - w’(0) p4 
- Im c,‘(O) pe - w”(0) ~~72. (12) 
These are our formulae for pa and TV . 
It is evident that the B(E), the non-zero characteristic multiplier with most 
positive real part associated with the T(e)-periodic solution 71 has the expansion 
The linearization of the equation for 7 about the periodic solution 77 is 
e-*‘f#(t) = $b(O) + •%~&mv) + &9> 
i- 4c24t) + 42c, + 21;) ~3W1(3W) + %m) 
+ W). 
By Floquet theory, the eigenvalues of the 2 >; 2 matrix which transforms 
MO), +WW into MT(~)), 9VY4))’ are 1 and exp@(E) T(e)). Let (Q) i, j = 1, 2 
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denote this matrix. Since uaa = 8i1 , the linear term of the characteristic deter- 
minant implies 
2 Re ali = 1 + exp@T), 
emATa 11 = 1 + 2E*c,e,(T) 
+ 3e4[c2e2(T) + Gh + G1) dV1 
+ O(4. 
The E* term gives the classical formula 
p2 = 2 Re c,(O) (13) 
while the c4 term simplifies to 
p4 = 4 Re c,(O) + 2 Re c,‘(O) p2 . (14) 
REMARKS 
To reduce the formulae to real form, one may backsubstitute as in Appendix 1 
until only real quantities are involved. For most practical purposes it appears 
more convenient to retain our intermediate quantities and complex arithmetic. 
For example, once the complex number c,(O) is found, p2, T* and jls follow 
immediately. 
In both derivation and application of these formulae, symbolic manipulation 
is a valuable tool. If p4 , 74 and fi4 are desired, if the system is of order N > 4 
or if non-linearities other than polynomial are involved, hand calculations quickly 
become tedious. 
We wish to acknowledge the inspiration provided by N. D. Kazarinoff and 
S. P. Hastings. The center manifold derivation of the formula for f~* was per- 
formed for comparison with the Hsu-Kazarinoff expression. The importance of 
the formula for 72 became apparent in a study of the Hodgkin-Huxley model 
for the current-clamped nerve conduction equations inspired by S. P. Hastings. 
The higher order formulae arose from the desire for more information about 
this same system. Derivation of the formulae in the “tangency” case was 
suggested by N. D. Kazarinoff. 
The present work was performed independently of the center manifold 
approach to bifurcation theory due to Marsden and McCracken [3]. The only 
duplicated result is the formula for p2 . Our result is more explicit, however, 
and our technique produces an expansion of the period of the bifurcating 
periodic solutions not readily obtained with the technique of [3]. 
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APPENDIX 1. REDUCTION OF THE FORMULAE FOR p2 AND 72 TO REAL FORM 
We include this appendix in order to facilitate the comparison of our formulae 
to those in strictly real form. 
From Sections 1 and 2, we find 
and 
511 = G,, = W;o i- F,h + V;o + F&)1, 
go, = Go2 = $[F,1, - Fi2 - 2F,2, + i(F& - Ft2 + 2F:,)], 
g,, = G,, = t[F;,, -F& + 2F,2, + i(Fio -F& - 2F:,)], 
where 
a, = G2, + 2G;own + G,l,w,o > 
and 
Gil = &[Fti'- Ftil + i(Fiil +Fft)]. 
The expression for c,(O) from Section 3 is 
cm = & &20&l - ~g11E11 - goBgod) + p' ' 
0 
With the substitutions listed above, we find 
16 Re cl(O) = $ iPi0 + Fi2) F,i - (Ff2 + F,2,) 1;,"1 - &iii0 + Ft2Fi21 
+ (-Co + F,i + F,"1+ F&J + 8(F$‘+ Fiil)Wll 
+ 4[(F$'- Ft;') Re w20 - (F&l +Fft) Im wzo] 
and 
16 Im c,(O) = 2 [(Fio + Fi2) F,‘, + (Fio + Fi2) Flo - F&Ffl - F,1Ffi2] 
0 
- & KF,2,)2 + (F;2)* + (F;oj2 + &d21 + $ V%F,2, +%%,) 
0 0 
+ P’io + F;2 -F,', - F,J + 8(F;$ F,l;l)w,, 
+ 4[(F;i - F,f;l) Im w20 + (Fiil + Ffil) Re ~~~1. 
From Section 2, 
w20 = -(D - 2iw,)-w,, and q1 = --D-IH,, , 
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so if we define 
we obtain 
and 
or 
and 
4zu,, = -(D + 2iw,)(D2 + 4w,2)-‘(& - Fo2 - 2&i) 
Thus 
and 
4w,, = --D-yP2,0 +Q. 
4 Re zueo = -Co2 + 4qF)-1[@20 - PO,) + 4~~131~1 
2 Im wzO = (02 + 40~~)-l[Mir - w,(E,, - Fa2)] 
so that the formula p2 becomes 
16or’(O)p, = - 16 Re cl(O) 
Aside from notational differences, this is precisely the expression given by Hsu 
and Kazarinoff [l]. We note that their definition of q, is the negative of ours. 
The analogous real formula for ‘~a is 
72 = -(Im cl(O) + CL~~O))I~~, 
where the real expression for Im cl(O) has been given above. 
APPENDIX 2. THE “TANGENCY” CASE Re X,‘(vJ = 0 
Classical Hopf theory considers only the case in which Re h,‘(v,) # 0. 
In this appendix, we consider the “tangency” case with the additional assump- 
tion Re X;(u,) = a”(O) # 0. Since the derivation is a straightforward modification 
of our section 4, we only state the result: 
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If Re cl(O) a”(O) < 0, then there are functions P(E), T(E) and P(E) defined for all 
sufficiently small c (positive and negative) such that the system 
f = f(s; v) 
with v = UC + #u(E), E # 0 has a unique small amplitude periodic solution of 
period T = T( ) E an non-vanishing characteristic multiplier of largest real part d 
/x4; moreover, 
CL(E) = p1c + pg + /y3 + O(E4), 
T(E) = T,(l + TIE + TEEN + 73~3 + O(,l)), 
B(c) = &e2 + p3c3 + Bse’ + qq, 
where 
p1 = (-2Re c~(O)/LY”(O))~~ %, (15) 
71 = --w’(O) /&Jo , (16) 
~2 = - &) (Re ~‘(0) + a”(O) p?/6), 
72 == - k. Pm c,(O) + w’(W2 + pp,) + W’(O) p12,2), 
(17) 
(18) 
P-3’ - &) Pe cX0) ~~12 + Re c2FWl - ~“(0) ~~~~~~~ (19) 
+ a”‘(o) &/b2j3 + c+‘(o) p13,: 241, 
73 = - ;. [Im c,(O) 71 + Im cl’(0)pl -I- ~‘(O)(P~ T ~~72 f ~274 
+ w”(O) Pl(PS + P 171Q) + w”‘(O) ~1~/61> 
P2 = 2Re c,(O), 
P3 = 2Re cl’(0)lul , 
j3, = 4Re ~~(0) + 2Re c,‘(O) p2 + Re c;(0)p12. 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
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